Monster Blanket
Make a no-sew Monster Blanket to use at picnics and for much-needed
moments of relaxation and rest with your toddler! In this project, we’ll
be using adhesive felt and scissors to add shapes, facial features and
tassels that’ll transform a regular blanket into a fun new friend!

AGE: 2+ (with adult support)
TIMEFRAME: 30 minutes
SUPPLIES NEEDED:
• Blanket (fleece, bedsheet, etc.)
• Adhesive felt sheets (or fabric and felt scraps
with fabric glue)
• Scissors
• Objects for tracing (e.g. cups + bowls)
• Pencil or crayon for tracing
Watch the video tutorial at https://youtu.be/E03sPD4VFSQ

1

Collect Materials: Prep all your materials and your
art-making space. Find a large blanket or bedsheet
to use as your canvas to create a monster face.
Then gather different colors of felt or fabric pieces
to use for the monster features.

2

Cut Out Monster Features: Help your toddler to
free-hand cut different shapes for various monster
features (eyes, nose, mouth, teeth, etc.). You can
also use objects and a pencil or crayon to trace
various shapes and sizes. Encourage your little one
to engage in this process of tracing and learning
about different shapes!
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Arrange Shapes on Blanket: Explore with positioning and placement by having your child
arrange the different monster features on the blanket canvas. Observe their creative
process and ideas as they choose their monster layout.

Peel and Stick: After the features are arranged, have your child peel off the adhesive from
the felt shapes and stick them onto the blanket! Help them apply pressure by pressing
and gently rubbing the shapes. If you are using fabric glue, allow time for drying!

Monster Blanket Fun: Take your child’s new Monster
Blanket on a relaxing and fun adventure! Whether
indoors or outdoors, this blanket can be a part of
many fun times.

TIPS:
• Add other fun elements by cutting the blanket itself (if made from felt)! Explore with making
openings for a mouth or tassels for hair.
•

When doing this project with your toddler, let them lead the way on making decisions for their
Monster Blanket. Encourage them to make choices and to share their ideas!

•

If using adhesive felt, it’s best to lightly stitch around the features to hold them in place and/or
to wash the blanket on a gentle cycle and lay out to dry.

TODDLER TO TRANSITIONAL KINDERGARTEN
LEARNING CONNECTIONS
This collage technique of art making is a great way for toddlers to strengthen their fine-motor
development and coordination skills. In addition to the art-making experience, little ones engage
in math, shapes and counting.

RECOMMENDED READING:
•

Go Away, Big Green Monster! by Ed Emberley

•

Leonardo, The Terrible Monster by Mo Willems

•

Where the Wild Things Are by Maurice Sendak

PRESCHOOL LEARNING FOUNDATIONS
(SOCIAL EMOTIONAL LEARNING AND VISUAL ARTS)
48 months:
• Enjoy learning and are confident in their abilities to make new discoveries although may not
persist at solving difficult problems.
• Begin to use paper and other materials to assemble simple collages.
60 months:
• Take greater initiative in making new discoveries, identifying new solutions and persisting in
trying to figure things out.
• Use paper and other materials to make two- and three-dimensional assembled works.

HOW WAS IT?
Thank you for taking part in this activity! Do you have any suggestions or questions
you’d like to share with us at the Museum? Email education@thinkplaycreate.org.
pARTners in Creativity is made possible through generous support from Kiwanis Club of
San Diego and Maryanne and Irv Pfister.

